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Abstract

The increase in complexity from 2D to 3D game design makes it fascinating to
study from a computational creativity perspective. Generating images given text
descriptions using models like DALL-E has recently increased in popularity. How-
ever, these models are limited to generating 2-dimensional outputs. While outputs
of these models can be used to stylize 3d objects with variable textures, they cannot
produce mesh-level interactions. We introduce Codex VR Pong as a demonstration
of controlled non-deterministic game mechanics leveraging generative models. We
are proposing that prompt-based creation can become part of gameplay rather than
just part of game development.

1 Introduction

The recent progress in Large Language Models (LLMs), like GPT-3 [1], has enabled surprising
code generation capabilities in the form of models like OpenAI Codex [2] or AlphaCode [3]. Initial
investigations have shown that these models can write short programs and match the performance of
average competition coders [3], as well as solve university-level math problems [4]. In this work,
we demonstrate the potential for real-time gaming applications of such generative models. While
previous work has shown that it is possible to create NPCs capable of following natural language
orders [5] or text adventure games [6], here we investigate the potential for creative interactions in
Virtual Reality between game objects that the developers would not be able to plan for beforehand.

Traditional 3D game design is significantly more challenging than 2D, and this is even more pro-
nounced when attempting to generate content at runtime. While recent models like DALL-E 2 [7],
Midjourney [8] or Stable Diffusion [9] could conceivably be used to generate 2D textures that could
be animated with other tools [10], 3D content generation from scratch is very nascent [11]. This leads
us to integrating Codex with the Unity game engine [12], which has the potential for unbounded cre-
ativity from the user/player, but introduces nondeterminism that carries the risk of removing all sense
of agency from game design. In this work, we choose to study a restricted semi-deterministic setting
with some implemented hard-coded mechanics while trying to not compromise our investigation of
LLMs in-game. In homage to the first video game made [13], we developed a surreal game of VR
tennis for two, in which players can both change the ball as well as their paddles to arbitrary 3D
objects and allow for semantically relevant interactions between these morphed objects.

2 Surreal tennis game

To create a multimodal 2-player game of surreal tennis we need several different technologies working
together. The first of these is naturally the integration of Codex with Unity. While Codex is most
capable in Python and Javascript, it has been fine-tuned on majority of GitHub, which includes C#
code used in Unity projects, as can be evidenced by simple experiments with the OpenAI API. The
immediate obstacle one encounters is that C# code needs to be compiled, and by default Unity does
not ship with a compiler that would allow evaluation of code generated at runtime. Fortunately, the
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(a) Default game scene (b) Ball → salmon, paddle → knife (c) Collision results in sushi

open source Roslyn C# compiler has been successfully implemented in Unity previously [14]. To
integrate the OpenAI API, we expanded a previous attempt to build a .NET wrapper [15].

We used both text generation through GPT-3 and code generation through Codex to achieve the
experience. To enable creative interactions, we used the text-davinci-002 model with temperature
T = 0.5, and provided it with a contextual prompt: "This is a magical game like ping pong, in
which the players can change both the ball and their paddles, when the transformed ball object
hits the transformed paddle, it changes the ball according to how you’d expect those two objects
to interact." Working in the few-shot regime, we provided several examples and then prompted
the actual interaction within the game, e.g. "When water collides with fire, it spawns". From this
sentence, GPT-3 predicts the most likely following word (in this example, it returns "steam"). See the
table for more examples. We then separately used code-davinci-002 with T = 0 to obtain scripts
implementing model downloading, replacements and rescalings (possible due to Codex’s real world
knowledge), and any other requests the user might have. While Web extraction tools have perfected
algorithms for harvesting 2D media like images and video, for our game we needed a database with a
sizable number of 3D assets. Therefore, we dynamically loaded models at runtime via the Sketchfab
API (which contains over 3 million models). When the user voices the command to change objects,
the models that contain the spoken object are searched ordered by their like count (determined by
Sketchfab users) and then a randomized object with the lowest vertex count gets selected as the model
to download. This way, download speed and model quality are being optimized.

For user input we used voice commands via Azure Cognitive Services Speech to Text [16]. The
system continually listens for phrases to initialize user input: “Change ball” changes the model of the
ball/projectile, “Change Paddle” swaps out a paddle model affixed to the user’s hand with an object
the user specifies, with the resulting code completion displayed on a panel overhead the user. We use
the UltraLeap Stereo IR 170 for tracking players’ hands. Photon is used for multiplayer functionality.

Object 1 Object 2 Output
salmon knife sushi
fried egg time rotten egg
fire ice water
family time memory
memory disaster PTSD
pineapple banana smoothie
apple tennis racket apple pie

3 Discussion & Conclusion

When developing games it may be necessary for more elaborate implementations than Codex can
provide using improved API calls, wrapping logic into classes/functions, and better kinematic
algorithms. This is where human game developers still surpass AI models like Codex. Without
additional fine-tuning, Codex often produces sub-optimal game mechanics in many cases.

World mythology often includes shapeshifter figures that transform as part of their interactions with
each other and the human world. Pre-digital themed gaming, such as dungeons and dragons, often
included more transformative gameplay than has become typical of digital gaming, and the advances
shown here might help to address that gap. Furthermore, some of the early hopes for social VR when
it was first demonstrated included allowing people to spontaneously create transformations, in the
hopes of bringing about speculative future modes of communication, which were sometimes called
“post-symbolic” [17, 18].
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Ethical considerations

While application of LLMs has the potential to be transformative to gaming, it does come with certain
risks. The usual concern of automation displacing creators is not much of a concern in the near future,
as these tools are still far away from end-to-end development. Of bigger concern is the potential for
users to generate sensitive or harmful content. While Sketchfab has some moderation on the submitted
models, and OpenAI filters inputs and outputs on potentially dangerous or harmful content, it is
possible for users to circumvent these filters in creative ways. Additionally, the integration of Codex
with Unity allows the user to in principle generate arbitrary visual scenes as well generate unsafe
code. While there needs to be more research done into how to moderate global scene generation,
at least we can automatically check for unsafe code with the Roslyn compiler to avoid obviously
dangerous code from being evaluated.
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A Prompt to GPT-3 for creative collisions

This is a magical game like ping pong, in which the players can change both the ball and their paddles, when the
transformed ball object hits the transformed paddle, it changes the ball according to how you’d expect those two
objects to interact.

When a spawned loaf of bread collides with spawned cheese it spawns A sandwich object.

When a spawned pen collides with spawned paper it spawns a notebook object.

When spawned meat collides with a spawned clock it spawns a bacteria object.

When a music note object collides with a cube object it spawns an instrument.

When water object collides with air object it spawns ice.
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When a tree collides with a clock, it spawns a dead tree.

When an egg collides with a clock, it spawns a chicken.

When a cube collides with a wheel, it spawns a car.

When an egg collides with a frying pan, it spawns a fried egg.

When a balloon collides with a pin, it spawns a popped balloon.

When a bread collides with a clock, it spawns a moldy bread.

When a caterpillar collides with a clock, it spawns a butterfly.

When water collides with fire, it spawns steam.

When seed collides with water, it spawns a plant.

When egg collides with clock, it spawns
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